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 We’re also releasing 0.21.4. To install the update, open up the Minecraft Launcher and click on “install.” To update 0.21, open the launcher, select “options” and “open launcher,” and then select “update.” 0.21.4 is a minor update that is recommended for all players. Added Polish translation. Fixed players being able to see mobs that are underwater. Fixed an issue where the “INVESTIGATE” action
would not always clear the screen. Fixed an issue where villagers would keep standing and walking after a player dies. Tweaked the appearance of the Mob Head Model. Fixed a bug where minimap windows would continue to display when the menu screen is opened. Fixed a bug where the NPC window would be completely off screen. Fixed an issue where villagers were missing legs after the MCPE

Server Update. Fixed a bug where villagers would be invisible. Fixed an issue where the animation of villagers killing zombies would repeat. Fixed an issue where villagers would be invisible. Fixed an issue where clicking the “RECLAIM BODIES” button on the corpse and transferring the body would teleport you. Fixed an issue where players could pass through barriers. Fixed a bug where the
player’s inventory would still be visible while holding down the “mouseover” button. Fixed a bug where players would spawn in water if they open the world too fast while spawning. Fixed a bug where the warning text of the player creation dialog would be visible even when the warning is disabled. Fixed an issue where the player’s inventory would be visible while holding down the “mouseover”

button. Fixed an issue where the warning text of the player creation dialog would be visible even when the warning is disabled. Tweaked the particles of Lava. Tweaked the particles of Fire. Tweaked the particles of Small Fire. Tweaked the particles of Lightning. Tweaked the particles of Rockets. Tweaked the look of the Sun. Fixed a bug where the sky would change to night even when the sun is still
visible. Fixed a bug where the server would stop at the character creation prompt. Fixed a bug where the rain would continue to fall 82157476af
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